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abbyy recognition server converts large volumes of paper documents or images into fully searchable electronic text suitable
for document archiving, e-discovery, enterprise search and other important business processes. designed to streamline

document processing in organizations, the product encompasses all the essential parts of the document capture process:
scanning, recognition, document separation, classification, indexing and delivery. it enables automated, unattended
document processing which can be centrally managed and accessed from multiple points within the organization or

remotely. it can also connect with a variety of back-end systems and third-party applications with integration via scripts, xml
tickets, a web-service api, or a com-based api. wisetrend-abbyy flexicapture supports twain-, isis-andwia- compatible

scanning devices. you can find such scanners among thepopular modelsoffered by avision, brother, canon,epson, fujitsu, hp,
kodak, lexmark, microtek, mustek, oki, panasonic, plustek, ricoh, visioneer,vupoint,xerox, and many other vendors.

wisetrend-abbyy flexicapture supports 80 standard and 25 enhanced image formats. thanks to the supported efi driver,
scanning and recognition of the eps, emf, jpg, jpeg 2000, jpeg xr, bmp, gif, pcx, pcd, png, tiff, tga, wmf and others formats is
possible. the wisetrend product line, including flexicapture, flexicapture for mac os x, and flexicharge, are being distributed

by pc pitstop. pc pitstop is a leading manufacturer of award-winning, name brand pc maintenance, security and upgrade
products. more than 1.5 million customers worldwide rely on pc pitstop products to repair, protect and upgrade their

computers.
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automatic software testing is a process that can be automated, or performed automatically. it is used as a quality assurance
process to validate the functionalities of a software system against its specification or requirements. these tests are usually
performed on a scheduled basis, or continuously by an automated testing system, to ensure that changes in the program
have not lead to any errors that could result in software crashes or other defects. autotest for manual testing provides a

framework to quickly start testing automation. the quantum leap database, an embedded database that is relational,
multidimensional, and scalable. it is a high-performance, multidimensional, relational database engine, designed for

embedded systems. microsoft has released new embedded database engine with the latest versions of sql server embedded
and desktop editions. the database engine can be used in embedded and desktop applications with performance comparable
to that of oracle. neo4j enterprise edition is a document-centric data model and database for dynamic, flexible graph data. it

allows you to analyze, share, visualize, and connect structured data in your organization across any devices. office 365
architecture insights provides a comprehensive set of office 365 capabilities for users to better manage content, projects

and business processes. the solution also helps the user control business processes, documents, files and other content with
digital information. office home and business offer a variety of ways for users to stay connected in their personal or

professional lives. office 365 enterprise e3 provides centralized services and rich user experiences across pcs and mobile
devices to keep you and your users productive. 5ec8ef588b
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